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A B S T R A C T

Trans-regulating elements such as noncoding RNAs are crucial in modifying cells, and has shown broad appli-
cation in synthetic biology, metabolic engineering and RNA therapies. Although effective, titration of the regu-
latory levels of such elements is less explored. Encouraged by the need of fine-tuning cellular functions, we
studied key parameters of the antisense RNA design including oligonucleotide length, targeting region and
relative dosage to achieve differentiated inhibition. We determined a 30-nucleotide configuration that renders
efficient and robust inhibition. We found that by targeting the core RBS region proportionally, quantifiable in-
hibition levels can be rationally obtained. A mathematic model was established accordingly with refined energy
terms and successfully validated by depicting the inhibition levels for genomic targets. Additionally, we applied
this fine-tuning approach for 4-hydroxycoumarin biosynthesis by simultaneous and quantifiable knockdown of
multiple targets, resulting in a 3.58-fold increase in titer of the engineered strain comparing to that of the non-
regulated. We believe the developed tool is broadly compatible and provides an extra layer of control in modi-
fying living systems.
1. Introduction

Metabolic engineering was coined decades ago and has developed as
an effective approach to manipulate cellular metabolism via biological
and engineering tools (Stephanopoulos and Vallino, 1991; Bailey, 1991).
Such an approach has largely facilitated the biosynthesis of various
chemicals which were otherwise obtained inefficiently or unsustainably,
with representative examples being natural products (Zhang et al., 2018)
and biofuels (Sun et al., 2015). The central goal of metabolic engineering
is to redirect, design and optimize metabolic routes for the desired
outcome of cell factories. The conventional strategies such as gene
overexpression and knockout of genomic targets converged metabolic
flux successfully to a certain extent. While in more cases, the deletion of
genomic targets is not feasible or optimal. Firstly, essential genes are
indispensable for cell viability, and consist of a large portion of cellular
genetic material (Baba et al., 2006). Secondly, due to the metabolic
network complexity, the deletion of some non-essential genes can still
impair cell functions in terms of biomass accumulation and energy bal-
ance. The concept of gene knockdown is thus introduced to achieve
moderate or conditional inhibition. Moreover, as the biosynthesis pro-
cess is coupled to changing cell status and environment conditions,
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delicate control of cellular activities, such as dynamic regulation, has
been reported superior to obtain high-performing cells (Shen et al.,
2019). All these challenges have urged the devising of regulation tools to
reliably tune cellular metabolic states.

Several methods of cellular regulation have thus been developed,
many relied on RNA-based interactions. Noncoding RNAs (ncRNAs) have
been widely used to post-transcriptionally inhibit gene expression in trans
(Hebert et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2019; Cho et al., 2015; Lee and Moon,
2018). Among them, small regulatory RNAs (sRNAs) (Yoo et al., 2013)
and antisense RNAs (asRNAs) (Nakashima et al., 2006) are of particular
interest. The molecule structure of sRNAs consists of a target-binding
sequence and a scaffold region for Hfq chaperone protein (Yoo et al.,
2013), while asRNAs can function alone to interfere with mRNA
expression. Although effective, most of their applications are optimized
for strong regulation where inhibition rates are determined by ncRNAs
intrinsic properties and the interaction with targeting molecules.
Increasing evidence has suggested a fine-tuning necessity by experi-
mental (Wang et al., 2017) and modeling studies (Tran et al., 2008).
Moreover, such quantitative flux tuning data can improve modeling in
return (Tan et al., 2011).

To date, several groups have reported inhibition rate studies towards
orgia, Athens, GA, 30602, USA.
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fine-tuning of metabolism by ncRNAs. While mostly focused on the 50

untranslated region (50 UTR) (Na et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014), a
thorough study has not emerged to relate inhibition rates with such re-
gion in greater detail. Additionally, there also exist conflicts of ncRNAs
length for efficient (Yoo et al., 2013; Na et al., 2013; Tummala et al.,
2003; Wu et al., 2014; Jing et al., 2018) regulation that hinder easy
adaptation. A representative work was conducted by Na and coworkers,
where they designed synthetic sRNAs to regulate gene expression levels
for cadaverine production in Escherichia coli (E. coli) (Na et al., 2013).
Higher inhibition was observed when the sRNAs were used to target from
ribosomal binding site (RBS) to intragenic loci. Similarly, the effect of
sRNA targeting regions was studied by combining upstream of RBS, RBS
and post-ATG sequences (Hoynes-O’Connor and Moon, 2016). However,
only slightly varied inhibition rates were observed, possibly due to the
coverage of most RBS nucleotides (nt) across all combinations. Such re-
gions were also researched with asRNAs and high inhibition levels were
determined by targeting the translation initiation region (TIR) (Park
et al., 2014). The application of asRNAs with varied targeting loci has
only been explored recently (Wu et al., 2014; Jing et al., 2018). Wu and
coworkers designed asRNAs with approximately 30-nt step length to scan
through 50 UTR to modulate fatty acid pathway genes for naringenin
biosynthesis in E. coli. Varied inhibition rates were obtained and used for
combinatorial engineering without further characterization (Wu et al.,
2014). A similar strategy was also used for the production of 1,2,4-buta-
netriol, where asRNAswere designed to target different post-ATG regions
to obtain varied inhibition (Jing et al., 2018). Although effective, pre-
vious studies have not given explicit guidance for the design of inhibitory
RNA molecules with differentiated efficiencies based on target-binding
regions at single-base resolution.

In this study, we sought to further the systematic analysis of RNA-
based inhibition tools and provide application-oriented information.
We investigated the effect of target-binding length and region, the dosage
between asRNAs and targets, and the comparison between asRNAs and
sRNAs in inhibition tunability. Based on the results, we propose an
asRNA-based tuning tool that targets 30-nt 5’ UTR subregions to obtain
quantifiable inhibition. To validate our observation and provide pre-
dictability, we constructed a mathematic model for inhibition levels
based on competitive binding and refined binding energy terms. The
developed asRNA tool was subsequently applied in a biosynthesis sce-
nario of 4-hydroxycoumarin (4-HC) by regulating multiple genomic
targets quantitatively. We believe the developed fine-tuning tool pro-
vides an additional layer of control in modifying living systems and is
readily compatible with synthetic biology and metabolic engineering
practices, as well as in RNA-based therapies.

2. Methods and materials

2.1. Media and chemicals

Luria-Bertani (LB) medium was used for strain reviving, inoculation
and fluorescence assays. The modified minimal medium M9 (M9Y) was
used for 4-HC fermentation containing (per liter) 20 g glycerol, 6 g
Na2HPO4, 0.5 g NaCl, 3 g KH2PO4, 1 g NH4Cl, 2 mMMgSO4, 1 mM CaCl2
and 5 g yeast extract. Standard chemicals including 4-HC, isopropyl β-D-
1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG), ampicillin (Amp), kanamycin (Kan) and
chloramphenicol (Cl) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich unless other-
wise noted. When added, Amp, Kan and Cl were used at the concentra-
tion of 100, 50 and 34 μg/mL, respectively. For the induction of pLlacO-1
promoter-based expressions, 0.5 mM IPTG was used. Phusion High-
Fidelity DNA polymerase, restriction endonucleases and Quick Ligation
Kit were purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA, USA).
Plasmid Miniprep Kit, Gel Recovery Kit, and DNA Cleanup kit were
purchased from Zymo Research (Irvine, CA, USA).
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2.2. Strains and plasmids construction

E. coli XL1-blue (Stratagene) was used for plasmid construction and
storage. E. coli BW25113 was used for inhibition measurements and 4-HC
fermentation. E. coli BW25113 hfq knockout strain was purchased from
the Keio collection strains (CGSC). Removal of its antibiotic resistance
marker was conducted by electroporation of pCP20 plasmid into the cells
(Datsenko and Wanner, 2000). Plasmids pZE12-luc, pCS27, pSA74 were
used as the high-, medium-, and low-copy number plasmids with around
60, 25 and 3 copies, respectively (Lutz and Bujard, 1997). To construct
the reporter plasmids, the expression operon of green or red fluorescent
proteins (eGFP and RFP) (Cormack et al., 1996; Shaner et al., 2004) were
inserted between Acc65I and BamHI or XbaI sites of pZE12-luc, pCS27,
pSA74, yielding pZE-GFP, pCS-GFP, pSA-GFP, pZE-RFP, pCS-RFP and
pSA-RFP, respectively. Production plasmids pZE-EP-APTA and pCS-PS
were from previous work in our lab (Lin et al., 2013; Shen et al.,
2017). pZE-PT was constructed with pLlacO-1 promoter leading no RBS
but two termini (PT) structures separated by a spacer sequence and used
as the asRNA backbone plasmid (Nakashima et al., 2006; Yang et al.,
2015). To construct plasmids containing shorter asRNAs (<50 nt tar-
geting region), the targeting sequence was included in reverse primers.
The forward primer was designed at ~80 nt upstream of the promoter,
yielding PCR products of ~250 base pairs (bp). The PCR products were
digested with AatII and BamHI which were introduced by the primers
and ligated with likewise digested pZE-PT plasmid. For longer asRNAs,
the targeting sequences were amplified directed using primers flanked
withAcc65I and BamHI sites that also exist between the two PT structures
in pZE-PT plasmid. To construct sRNA-containing plasmids, RBS was first
removed by amplification of AmpR-pLlacO-1 sequences and ligated back
to pZE12-luc between sacI and Acc65I, yielding pZE-RBSR. The MicC
scaffold sequence was used to configure sRNAs (Yoo et al., 2013). The
scaffold sequence was amplified from E. coli BW25113 genome using
primers flanking the targeting regions and appropriate restriction sites.
The PCR products and pZE-RBSR were ligated between HindIII and XbaI
to generate the corresponding sRNA contained plasmids. The medium-
and low-dosage plasmids were constructed by transferring the complete
asRNAs or sRNAs units using the sacI-speI cloning region on pCS27 and
pSA74. For targeting genomic genes (fabD and ydiI), their RBS sequences
were extracted referred to the RBS calculator Version 2.1 (Salis et al.,
2009), and then used to replace the native counterparts in pCS-GFP and
pSA-GFP. The list of strain and plasmid details are included in Supple-
mentary Table 1.
2.3. Optical and fluorescence assays

The quantification of cell density and fluorescence intensities was
measured with Synergy HT microplate reader (BioTek). For measuring
the cell density, cells were diluted 10 folds and 200 μl was loaded into 96
wells plates to read at optical density at 600 nm (OD600). For fluorescence
assays, the cells were transformed with corresponding plasmids and
cultured in 3 mL LB medium with appropriate antibiotics at 37 �C and
270 rpm till OD600 reaches 1.0. Subculture was then conducted by adding
0.1% of the cultures into 3 mL fresh LB medium with 0.5 mM IPTG in
addition to appropriate antibiotics. Cells were cultured at 37 �C and 270
rpm and taken out for measurements every 12 h. GFP intensity was
measured by 10-fold dilution of the cell cultures and loaded into clear
bottom 96 well plates with excitation wavelength of 485 nm and emis-
sion wavelength of 528 nm. RFP was measured similarly with excitation
wavelength of 587 nm and emission wavelength of 610 nm. All fluo-
rescence intensity results were normalized by respective cell growth
(OD600). Background fluorescence signal was subtracted for all mea-
surements using control cell cultures without fluorescence proteins
expression. The asRNA-mediated inhibition of GFP expression was
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evaluated by the ratio of fluorescence between cells with and without
asRNA targeting. All results were obtained with at least three biological
replicates. Error bars indicate standard deviations of the presented
results.
2.4. Fermentation conditions

For 4-HC biosynthesis, all transformants of BW25113 or its knockout
mutants were cultured in 3 mL LBmediumwith appropriate antibiotics at
37 �C with shaking at 270 rpm for 12 h or overnight. Then 400 μL cul-
tures were subinoculated (2%) into 125-mL baffled flasks containing 20
mL of M9Y media and cultivated with shaking at 270 rpm for 24–72 h.
When needed, isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added
to the medium during culture transfer with a final concentration of 0.5
mM. The culturing temperature was originally set at 37 �C. The timing for
temperature switch to 30 �C and IPTG supplementation was coupled and
studied as showed in the Results section. 1 mL cultures were sampled to
measure cell density (OD600), mRNA levels and production profile by
HPLC every 12 h with methods as described correspondingly.
2.5. Metabolite quantification

For quantification of 4-HC in fermentation broth, HPLC system 1260
infinity II (Agilent technologies) equipped with a reverse phase ZORBAX
SB-C18 column and a 1260 infinity II Diode Array Detector WRwas used.
The oven and column temperature were both set at 25 �C. The mobile
phase at a flow rate of 1 mL per min consisted of solvent A was formic
acid (0.1% v/v) and solvent B was 100% methanol. The flowing gradient
was as follows: 5–50% solvent B for 15 min, 50–5% solvent B for 1min
and 5% solvent B for an additional 4 min. Quantification was based on
the peak areas referring to the commercial standards at the wavelength of
285 nm. Titer analysis was conducted by comparing the sample reads
with the standard 4-HC curve (R2 > 99.9%). All results were obtained
with three biological replicates. Error bars indicate standard deviations
of the presented results.
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2.6. Mathematic model

The model was written in MATLAB R2019b. The equations were
based on the law of mass action describing the interactions of the
involved biomolecules. The detailed derivation and description of the
model is presented in the Results section.

3. Results

3.1. Determining an efficient asRNA configuration

Although asRNA-based regulation has been broadly applied in
metabolic engineering, the design principle is not explicit. Firstly, the
characterization and application of asRNAs were mainly focused on the
strong inhibition, which occurred when targeting the general 5’ UTR
region (Na et al., 2013; Park et al., 2014). However, asRNAs with defined
efficacy can facilitate the in-depth modification of biological systems.
Secondly, the length of effective asRNAs has been varied across reported
studies, ranging from twenty to several-hundred nt (Park et al., 2014; Wu
et al., 2014; Jing et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2015). Shorter asRNAs render
flexibility in targeting at the cost of potential off-target effects, while
longer asRNAs can lead to metabolic burden as well as challenges in
strain construction. Determining an effective yet economical asRNA
configuration will widely benefit future engineering efforts.

We sought to define an efficient asRNA design principle that can yield
various inhibition levels on demand. We adapted the paired-termini
structure of asRNAs as it was effective in our previous research (Yang
et al., 2015). The functional asRNA sequence is flanked by a pair of
inverted DNA repeats for enhanced stability. Initially, either the tran-
scription initiation site (TIS) or the core RBS sequence from the common
plasmid system (Lutz and Bujard, 1997) was set as the starts for asRNA
targeting. We designed a series of asRNAs with binding sequence of
10–150 nt with 10-nt increments (Fig. 1a). The asRNAswere transcribed in
high-copy number pZE12-luc plasmid to ensure their intracellular abun-
dance. We first investigated the asRNA-mediated inhibition on pSA-GFP
plasmid. When targeting from TIS, a cutoff length of 60 nt was observed
Fig. 1. Inhibition test of asRNAs on egfp
expression from TIS or RBS with varied
lengths. (a) Sequence layout of mRNA
and asRNA targeting sequences. Arrows
are demonstrative examples of asRNA
targeting positions. (b) Inhibition results
of asRNA from TIS (brown). (c) Inhibi-
tion results of asRNA from RBS (blue).
Light bars indicate results for inhibition
pSA-based expression (low copy num-
ber), dark bars for pCS-based expression
(medium copy number). Y-axis indicates
fold change of normalized fluorescence
intensity comparing to the control. X-
axis showed the targeting lengths of the
asRNAs. (For interpretation of the ref-
erences to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the Web version
of this article.)
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for asRNAs to exhibit efficient inhibition. The 60-nt asRNA achieved 33%
inhibition and the shorter asRNAs showed no significant effects on egfp
expression (Fig. 1b). Meanwhile, 70-nt or longer asRNAs could inhibit the
expression by around 50%. Interestingly, when targeting from RBS, the
20-nt asRNA showed 44% inhibition already and the 30-nt asRNA had
further boosted inhibition of 77% (Fig. 1c). Longer asRNAs did not lead to
higher but unstable inhibition levels. Using asRNAs to target mRNA from
RBS was generally more effective than from TIS. These results confirmed
that a 30-nt asRNA targeting RBS is sufficient and highly effective for gene
regulation. Additionally, the same sets of asRNAs were used to regulate
egfp expression on the medium-copy number pCS27 plasmid, and highly
similar inhibition levels were observed (Fig. 1b and c), indicating minor
dosage effect when asRNAs were relatively abundant. The inhibition tests
were also conducted by targeting the rfp expression and yielded similar
trends (Supplementary Fig. 1). Taken together, we determined an efficient
30-nt asRNA configuration that can yield varied inhibition levels in
different conditions.

3.2. Characterization of quantifiable inhibition

We further investigated the potential reasons for the varied inhibition
rates. In our genetic layout of expression cassettes, the distance between
TIS and the start of core RBS is 29 nt, matching the difference of asRNA
length cutoff between the results from TIS and RBS targeting tests. We
therefore propose that the coverage of core RBS sequence, instead of the
broader 5’ UTR, is the main attribution to effective inhibition. Addi-
tionally, the ineffectiveness of the 30-nt asRNA targeting from TIS led to a
further hypothesis that varied inhibition rates could be achieved by
“walking” through the TIS-to-RBS region.

We thus designed a series of 30-nt asRNAs to map the inhibition rates
over this abovementioned region (Fig. 2a). As expected, the inhibition
rates increased while the asRNAs approaching the 12-nt core RBS
(Fig. 2b). In the case of regulating egfp expression in the low-copy number
plasmid, no inhibition was observed when less than 9 nt of the core RBS
was targeted. Inhibition levels of 60% and 66% were achieved when 11
and 12 nt of the RBS sequence were targeted, respectively. The highest
inhibition level of 79%was reachedwhen the start of asRNA alignedwith
the start of core RBS (pZE-asRNA-#29), probably rendering the most
effective hindrance to ribosome binding. As the targeting loci moving
forward on the mRNA strand, inhibition levels decreased down to 64%
when RBS was completely skipped. Additionally, egfp was expressed in
high- and medium-copy number plasmids and similar gradient inhibition
4

levels were observed (Fig. 2b). The maximum inhibition level was 64%
for the pZE-based expression, implying unsaturated asRNA levels under
the equal-copy number condition.

To fully investigate the response range of varied inhibitions, we
extended the targeting loci to the intragenic sequences, including both
unstructured and structured regions based on the Mfold prediction
(Zuker, 2003). The results showed that the 30-nt asRNAs were generally
not effective (<25% inhibition) for both egfp and rfp expressed at low or
medium levels (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2). These results agreed
with previous studies that short asRNAs could not effectively target loci
within genes (Park et al., 2014). We reason that translation may be more
difficult to be disrupted when RBS is free of asRNA interference, and
structures of the coding sequences can jeopardize the asRNA efficacy.
Nonetheless, we have identified a working range of the asRNA-based
inhibition levels in the pre-gene region by varying RBS coverage. We
also revealed the quantifiable inhibition in base-level resolution that can
facilitate the controllable fine-tuning of metabolic flux.

Another interesting observation was that despite vastly different
copy-numbers between the plasmids, the inhibition trends were similar
when applying the same group of asRNAs (Fig. 1b and c). We hypothesize
that the apparent inhibition rate of asRNAs is a combined result of target
binding and relative dosages between asRNAs and themRNA (assuming a
constant abundance of intracellular ribosomes). We thus investigated the
dosage effect by constructing asRNAs for egfp and rfp in the medium-copy
number plasmid pCS27. These asRNAs were found ineffective towards
high-expressed targets and less efficient for low-expressed targets (Sup-
plementary Fig. 3). The expression of egfp and rfp on the pZE12-luc
plasmid could only be inhibited by 3.5% and 21% using the most effec-
tive asRNAs, respectively. While targeting pSA-expressed egfp, a gradient
trend appeared with lower inhibition levels (Supplementary Fig. 3).
Comparing to transcribing on the high-copy number plasmid, pCS-
asRNA-#29 asRNA yielded 61% inhibition. And the other representa-
tive asRNAs pCS-asRNA-#9 and pCS-asRNA-#11 rendered 30% and
44%, respectively. These results confirmed that the relative dosage be-
tween asRNAs and the target needs to be carefully considered for desired
inhibition levels. Moreover, quantifiable inhibition was proven feasible
for different settings, while with varied efficiencies.

3.3. Comparison with the sRNA-based approach

In addition to asRNA-based post-transcription regulation, another
effective ncRNA is sRNA, which requires a different assembly strategy
Fig. 2. Inhibition test of 30-nt asRNAs
mapping from TIS or RBS. (a) Design
scheme of asRNA walking. Arrows are
demonstrative examples of asRNA tar-
geting positions. (b) Inhibition rates
related asRNA targeting regions. X-axis
shows relative distance between TIS and
asRNA start (numbers within parenthe-
ses indicate the length of core RBS
covered). (c) Inhibition of asRNAs tar-
geting sites within egfp gene. Dark green
indicates high-expressed gene on pZE12-
luc, green indicates medium-expressed
gene on pCS27, light green indicates
low-expressed gene on pSA74. Site 1a
and 1b, 2a and 2b, and 3a and 3b are
nearby regions, respectively. While 1b,
2b and 3b were prone to form secondary
structures. The targeted sequences
within GFP are annotated in the sup-
plementary file. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)



Fig. 3. Comparison of inhibition performance between asRNAs and sRNAs. (a) Comparison of inhibition between asRNA- and sRNA-based regulations on varied
positions across 50 UTR. X-axis shows relative distance between TIS and asRNA/sRNA start (numbers within parentheses indicate the length of core RBS covered). (b)
Comparison of inhibition between asRNA- and sRNA-based regulations on the high-copy number plasmid at representative target sites over 48 h. (c) and (d) sRNA
inhibition test in wild type (E. coli BW25113) and the corresponding hfq knockout strain.
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with the aid of a chaperone protein Hfq (Yoo et al., 2013). In this section,
we evaluated the effectiveness of our configuration by comparing to the
sRNA-based approach. We first tested pZE-based sRNAs to inhibit
pSA-GFP. Comparing to the asRNA results, sRNA-based inhibition to the
same targets yielded a similar trend of increasing efficiency over the core
RBS region (Fig. 3a). The sRNA-based regulation had a slight advantage
when less core RBS nucleotides were targeted (pZE-sRNA-#5 to
pZE-sRNA-#10). The highest inhibition level of 69% (pZE-sRNA-#10)
was observed when 11 nt of RBS were targeted. However, sRNA-based
inhibition suffered from an overall lower maximum efficiency of only
around 50% (after pZE-sRNA-#10). Another aspect of evaluation is the
long-term inhibition levels, as sRNAs were believed to be stable with
Hfq-facilitated DNA binding (Yoo et al., 2013). We thus compared the
inhibition of asRNAs and sRNAs with the same targeting regions for up to
48 h. In the case of high intracellular abundance, both groups were stable
for the entire testing period with only slightly decrease in inhibition ef-
ficiency over time (Fig. 3b). Interestedly, when pCS-based ncRNAs were
used, although both asRNA and sRNAs showed high stability over 48 h,
sRNAs showed higher inhibition levels (Supplementary Fig. 4). We
concluded that the long-term inhibition of asRNAs was stable comparing
to sRNAs. We further investigated the effect of Hfq for sRNA-based in-
hibition by introducing highly active sRNAs in the hfq knockout strain.
Comparing to the parental strain, Hfq removal led to different inhibition
efficiencies. For pZE-sRNAs, 51% and 58% inhibition were observed for
pZE-sRNA-#20 and pZE-sRNA-#29 in knockout strain, respectively.
However, in wild type strains, around 70% of inhibition was obtained for
both targets (Fig. 3c). The pCS-based test yielded similar results with
overall lower inhibition due to less relative abundance of sRNAs
(Fig. 3d). Although Hfq has been reported to play an important role in
native sRNA-mediated mRNA repression and degradation (Aiba, 2007;
Vogel and Luisi, 2011), our results indicated that it was not the deter-
minant for synthetic sRNAs. Overall, comparing to the sRNA approach,
our asRNA configuration showed a comparable regulation profile and
higher efficiency over an extended cell lifespan. Additionally, given the
complex interaction of Hfq with endogenous sRNA molecules, asRNAs
may be an easier target for effective engineering towards tunable
regulation.
5

3.4. A mathematic model for asRNA-mediated quantifiable inhibition

To better understand the outcome of the asRNA configuration, we
constructed a preliminary mathematic model based on intracellular
molecule interactions. We built the model considering the competitive
binding between ribosome and asRNA molecules to the targeting mRNA,
using thermodynamic equations. To generate this model, we applied the
following assumptions:

Assumption 1. The cellular environment is homogenous.
Assumption 2. The interaction is at the equilibrium state when

reporting signals were measured.
Assumption 3. Degradation of RNAs, proteins and their complexes

are not considered in this model.
Assumption 4. There are no major interactions between asRNAs and

ribosome.
Assumption 5. Each core RBS can bind at most one ribosome, or one

asRNA each time.
Assumption 6. Bound mRNA-ribosome linearly reflects the reporting

cellular functions.
Inspired by the observations from our experiments that asRNAs

“walking” around the core RBS region render a gradient of inhibition
efficiency, we further hypothesized that the inhibition rates can be
described by separating 50-UTR into subregions and assigning each an
energy term, separated by the core RBS and the start codon (Fig. 4a).
Specifically, the first potential asRNA-targeting subregion on 50 is defined
as pre-RBS subregion that contains the mRNA sequence from TIS up to
the start of core RBS, providing a runway for ribosome landing, and
therefore assumed to have low impact on translation initiation. The next
subregion contains from core RBS to AUG, where ribosome interacts with
most. The last subregion is the mRNA sequence after AUG, which
assumed to have moderate impact on asRNA-mediated regulation. An
asRNA covering a certain portion of each subregion would have a
weighted sum of energy (ΔG_total), indicating its overall binding po-
tential to the target mRNA. This hypothesis can be expressed in the
following Eq. (Stephanopoulos and Vallino, 1991), where a, b and c are
weighted coefficients. It is to our best knowledge the first attempt to
quantitively describe the asRNA-mediated regulation in silico focusing on



Fig. 4. The mathematic model for quantifiable asRNA inhibition. (a) Scheme of the proposed mechanism. (b) Plotting of experimental data with simulated inhibition
levels for plasmid-originated RBS. Red diamonds indicate data points, blue lines indicate simulated results. (c)–(e) Simulated results for dosage effect. Blue, red, and
yellow lines indicate targeted genes on low-, medium, or high-copy number plasmids, respectively. (c) Low copy number of asRNAs. (d) Medium copy number of
asRNAs. (e) High copy number of asRNAs. (b)–(e) X-axis shows the relative distance between TIS and start of asRNA sequence. Y-axis shows fold change of reporting
signal based on nonregulated control. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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the core RBS. And according to our hypothesis, coefficient b shall have
the highest value, while a the least, indicating their corresponding
contributions.

ΔG total ¼ a * ΔG pre þ b* ΔG core þ c* ΔG post (1)

The individual ΔG terms (ΔG_pre, ΔG_core and ΔG_post) were
calculated based on the Nearest-Neighbor thermodynamic parameters
(Chen et al., 2012). The specific binding potential of a certain asRNA to
its target mRNA can be estimated using Eq. (Bailey, 1991), where ΔG is
the binding energy of ribosome to a specific RBS or ΔG_total in the
presence of asRNAs, and μ is an adjusting coefficient subject to data
fitting. R is gas constant. T is Kelvin temperature set as 310 (~37 �C).

K¼ μ*e�ΔG=RT (2)

The mathematical model was based on the Law of mass action
describing the interactions of the involved biomolecules. In the absence
of asRNAs, the rate of mRNA-ribosome complex formation can be
expressed using the Eq. (Zhang et al., 2018), where M, R and MR_control
are the intracellular concentrations of free mRNA, free ribosome and
mRNA-ribosome complex, respectively:

d½MR�
dt

¼ ka*½M�*½R� � kd*½MR control� (3)

We assume that the equilibrium has been reached for the interactions
at the time of sampling (12 h or otherwise noted), thus Eq (Zhang et al.,
2018). becomes:

kd
ka

* ½MR control� ¼ KR * ½MR control� ¼ ½M�*½R� (4)

where KR is the binding coefficient for mRNA complexingwith ribosome,
which can be estimated by applying Eq. (Bailey, 1991) after obtaining
specific ΔG numbers for ribosome-mRNA assembly from the RBS
Calculator Version 2.1 (Salis, 2011).

Similarly, when asRNAs are involved, equilibrium can be reached for
both mRNA-ribosome and mRNA-asRNA complexes, and all molecules
are subject to their mass equations.
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KR * ½MR asRNA� ¼ ½M�*½R� (5)
KA * ½MA� ¼ ½M�*½A� (6)

MR_control refers to mRNA-ribosome complex in the presence of
asRNAs. Since the expression of genes is associated with the translated
mRNAs upon binding of ribosomes, we define the inhibition index I by
the ratio of expression levels between with and without asRNAs, thus the
apparent signals for the reporting cellular functions can be expressed as
below:

I ¼ ½MR asRNA� = ½MR control� *100% (7)

The intracellular ribosome concentration was estimated by 20,000
ribosomes in 1 fL of E. coli cell volume (Bremer and Dennis, 1996; Gilbert,
2009). The relative abundance of total mRNA and asRNAs were esti-
mated by plasmid copy numbers reported previously and the synthesis
rate of 0.3 mRNA s�1 for a single copy gene for 12 h (Lutz and Bujard,
1997). The binding energy of ribosome to the specific RBS (ΔG ¼ �3.83
kcal mol�1) from our plasmid collection was reported by the RBS
calculator Version 2.1 (Salis, 2011). As per the fitting process, we used
the results of pZE-asRNAs targeting the pCS-GFP reporting plasmid and
determined their copy number to be 60 and 25, respectively. We fixed the
value of a to be 0.01 and searched for optimized values for μ, b and c
using the Least-square method.

The training of our model based on the pZE-asRNAs targeting pCS-GFP
returned values of b and c being 0.0248 and 0.0146, respectively. As the
simulation showed, our model fitted well with the experiment results
(Fig. 4b). Effective inhibition occurred when asRNAs were farther than 10
nt after TIS, when covering the intact core RBS. Highest inhibition levels
were reached when asRNAs covered the core RBS and the following se-
quences on 3’. As asRNAs continued walking to exit core RBS on 3’, in-
hibition levels started to decrease. The simulation and experimental results
together showed the quantitative property of asRNA-based translation
regulation. Moreover, since the coefficients b and c would be introduced in
Eq. (Bailey, 1991), they weighted 1194% and 431% over a, respectively,
confirming our key hypothesis that inhibition rates can be quantified by
the weighted asRNA coverage around the core RBS subregion.
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Using the returned coefficients, we also simulated the inhibition by
different dosages of asRNAs and targets. The overall inhibition profiles
were highly consistent with experimental results whenever applicable.
When simulating asRNAs on the high-copy number plasmid, high inhi-
bition levels were achieved for all dosages of the target, matching the
experimental results (Figs. 2b and 4e). By lowering the asRNA dosage to
medium, varied inhibition levels were simulated (Fig. 4d), and were also
consistent with results that pCS-asRNAwere not able to inhibition targets
with high dosages effectively (Supplementary Fig. 3). Additionally, we
simulated scenarios with asRNAs on the low-copy number plasmid and
found they could only inhibit low-dosage targets (Fig. 4c). The dosage
simulation of asRNA-based inhibition confirmed our experimental results
that asRNAs needs to be at least equally abundant to render effective
inhibition.

3.5. Validation of the quantifiable inhibition using genomic targets

Given the prevailing existence of RBS in living systems, we vision this
phenomenon of asRNA-based quantifiable inhibition to be broadly
observed for genomic targets, while our developed model can be used to
depict or even predict such observation to a certain extent. To this end,
we designed a series of asRNAs to quantifiably regulate two E. coli genes
(fabD and ydiI) in vivo. We selected fabD and ydiI as the genomic targets
due to their significant inhibitory impact on the biosynthesis of 4-HC.
The resultant asRNA-mediated inhibition profiles were then used to
validate the developed mathematic model with the return coefficient
values from training.

To demonstrate the quantifiable inhibition, we extracted the 50-UTR
genomic fragments of fabD and ydiI to replace the standard RBS sequence
on the pCS27 plasmid, yielding pCS-fabD-GFP and pCS-ydiI-GFP,
respectively. The translational strength of genomic 50-UTR sequences
were weaker than the standard, while putting them on the medium-copy
number plasmid pCS27 ensured sufficient egfp expression upon induction
(Supplementary Fig. 5). The replacing 50-UTR sequences consisted of the
potential RBS and an additional 30 nt on 50 to restore genomic conditions
Fig. 5. Targeting 50 UTR from genomic targets using quantifiable asRNAs. (a) Seq
identified translation-relevant sequence by the RBS calculator Version 2.1. Yellow-h
UTR sequence are demonstrated asRNAs, with relative distance to TIS displayed. (b
geting pCS-fabD-GFP. (c) Plotting of experimental data with simulated inhibition lev
between TIS and start of asRNA sequence. Y-axis shows fold change of reporting signa
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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and to provide room for asRNA walking (Fig. 5a). The potential RBS
sequences were identified by using sequentially truncated 50 sequences as
the inputs for the RBS Calculator Version 2.1 (Salis et al., 2009). The
sequence cutoff was then determined when observing a decrease in
predicted translation initiation rate. A series of asRNAs were then
designed and transcribed on the pZE12-luc plasmid for inhibiting the
expression of egfp on pCS-fabD-GFP and pCS-ydiI-GFP, respectively. In
both cases, varied inhibition rates were observed (Fig. 5b and c), span-
ning from low to high levels (up to 80%), providing a working range of
quantifiable inhibition. For targeting pCS-fabD-GFP, asRNAs started to
exhibit repression when the 50 end of core RBS is met (19% for
pZE-asRNA-f19). Extended coverage of the fabD core RBS improved the
asRNA-mediated inhibition to around 80% for pZE-asRNA-f21 and
pZE-asRNA-f25 (Fig. 5b). Similar trend was observed for asRNAs
repressing pCS-ydiI-GFP (Fig. 5c). Cells co-transformed with
pZE-asRNA-y45 showed low inhibition of 25%, when only 2 nucleotides
of the ydiI core RBS was targeted. By asRNAs walking towards 30 end,
higher inhibition levels could be observed (up to 64% with
pZE-asRNA-y51). The experimental results were highly consistent with
the results of asRNAs targeting the standard RBS, implying this quanti-
fiable inhibition broadly exists. Upon identification of core RBS, asRNAs
with varied inhibition levels can be designed and used to finely regulate
cellular functions.

Using the experimental inhibition profile for the genomic RBS, we
sought to validate the developed model based on the returned coefficient
values from training. The values of ΔG_total were calculated by deter-
mining the core RBS sequences (Fig. 5a) using the Nearest-Neighbor
thermodynamic parameters (Chen et al., 2012). The binding tendency
(ΔG) between ribosome and specific 5’ UTR sequences for the genomic
targets were estimated (�4.87 kcal mol�1 for fabD and �1.83 kcal mol�1

for ydiI) by the RBS Calculator Version 2.1 (Salis et al., 2009). The
simulated results with the experimental inhibition profile were directly
compared for model validation. As the results showed (Fig. 5b and c), our
model independently described the range of targeting loci exhibiting
significant inhibition gradients for both genomic targets.
uences of extracted 50 UTR for fabD and ydiI. The underlining nucleotides are
ighlighted nucleotides are assumed core RBS. The brown arrows under each 50

) Plotting of experimental data with simulated inhibition levels for asRNAs tar-
els for asRNAs targeting pCS-ydiI-GFP. (b)–(c) X-axis shows the relative distance
l based on nonregulated control. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
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3.6. Application of quantifiable and simultaneous knockdown of fabD and
ydiI for 4-HC biosynthesis

An important scenario for applying gene knockdown is in the biosyn-
thesis of valuable chemicals by tuning the metabolic behavior in cells.
While the recent attempts to use asRNAs with different inhibition levels
has been reported (Wu et al., 2014; Jing et al., 2018), this is to our best
knowledge the first study to obtain and apply quantifiable asRNAs from an
explicit designing mechanism. As we observed a gradient of inhibition
levels on the 5’ UTR of fabD and ydiI, asRNAs with high, medium and low
efficiency were selected for regulating genomic expression of fabD and
ydiI, respectively. For fabD, pZE-asRNA-f19, pZE-asRNA-f20 and
pZE-asRNA-f21 were selected with 19%, 52% and 79% inhibition rates,
respectively. While for ydiI, pZE-asRNA-y45, pZE-asRNA-y50 and
pZE-asRNA-y51 were selected with 25%, 43% and 64% inhibition rates,
respectively (Fig. 6b). To investigate the potential crosstalking of asRNAs
targeting non-desired genomic genes, we applied the asRNAs for the
counterpart target. As the results showed (Fig. 6b), most asRNAs did not
show apparent inhibition on counterpart targets, except for
pZE-asRNA-y45 exhibiting 16% repression on pCS-fabD-GFP. Although
core RBS is a conservative sequence, the difference between genomic RBS
sequences and that among the intact asRNA sequences seemed to disfavor
the off-target interaction. It was also confirmed in silico by applying primer
binding criteria for all asRNAs used in this section, that there was no
nonspecific binding of asRNAs throughout the E. coli K-12 genome.

Next, we sought to use these asRNAs with quantified efficiency for
multiplexed regulation of cellular metabolism, using the biosynthetic
pathway of 4-HC as a demonstration. 4-HC is a valuable product whose
de novo biosynthesis has been demonstrated in our previous work (Lin
et al., 2013; Shen et al., 2017). To increase titer, attempts of strain en-
gineering has been made to show that deletion of the 1,4-dihydroxy-2--
naphthoyl-CoA hydrolase encoding gene ydiI was effective, however at
the cost of impaired cell viability (Shen et al., 2017). Moreover, redi-
recting metabolic flux from fatty acid-branched product has significant
contribution on malonyl-CoA availability for biosynthesis, such as
inhibiting an essential gene fabD encoding [acyl-carrier-protein]
S-malonyltransferase in E. coli (Yang et al., 2015). To demonstrate the
quantifiable effect of metabolic regulation, we conducted 42 factorial
experiments by introducing these asRNAs to (as well as a nonsense
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asRNA control) along with the biosynthetic genes. The 4-HC biosynthesis
pathway is shown in Fig. 6a, where entC, pchB, sdgA and pqsA are the key
genes, and aroL, tkaA, ppsA and aroG (APTA) consist of a boostingmodule
to increase chorismate availability (Lin et al., 2013).

When only introducing the key enzymes (pCS-EPPS), the presence of
asRNAs targeting either gene with low-to-high inhibition levels increased
the production of 4-HC (Fig. 6c). The unregulated strain produced 35
mg/L 4-HC at 24 h. When ydiI inhibition level was moderate (25% or
43%), varying fabD inhibition level has little effect on biosynthesis,
although showing up to a 2.05-fold increase comparing to the control.
When ydiI was inhibited at the high level or not regulated, we observed
highly varied titers correlating to fabD inhibition levels. The highest titer
was achieved when both targets were inhibited at high levels, resulting in
up to a 3.58-fold increase, reaching 125 mg/L. We concluded that to
achieve efficient biosynthesis of 4-HC, both fabD and ydiI needs to be
highly inhibited, while varying fabD inhibition level has more influence
on the cellular response. The “valley” shape of titers when ydiI was less
inhibited may result from a trade-off effect between strengthened
biosynthesis and the metabolic burden imposed by inhibitory asRNAs.

To further improve 4-HC biosynthesis, we introduced the APTA
module to conduct the factorial experiment. The overall titers were
largely increased (up to 525 mg/L), and all regulated strains showed
superior performance than the unregulated control at 268 mg/L (Sup-
plementary Fig. 6). The regulation effect by inhibiting ydiI was observed
for all levels of fabD inhibited strains. However, different inhibition
levels of asRNAs on fabD showed a weakened regulation effect. Gener-
ally, high titer of 4-HC was achieved when both fabD and ydiI was
inhibited at the medium-to-high levels. Our results clearly showed the
relevance between asRNA inhibition levels and metabolic regulation.
Although the biosynthesis profile also suggested complex interactions of
metabolite flow which pose a challenge to rationally engineering cellular
functions, we believe the quantitative investigation of asRNA inhibition
provides further information and enabled tools on our end to study
biological systems with added accuracy and efficiency in future.

4. Discussion

The asRNA-based regulation has broad application scenarios such as
synthetic biology, metabolic engineering and RNA therapy. We
Fig. 6. Biosynthesis of 4-HC by multi-
plex inhibition of genomic targets by
quantifiable asRNAs. (a) The biosyn-
thesis pathway of 4-HC from glycolysis
and the pentose phosphate pathway
(PPP). Only overexpressed or regulated
enzymatic steps are labeled. FabD and
YdiI are enzymes encoded by the genes
subjecting to asRNA-mediated regula-
tion. (b) Specific and potential off-target
inhibition by the quantifiable asRNAs on
the genomic targets. (c) Results of 4-HC
titer from pCS-EPPS and asRNAs on high
level. Z-axis shows 4-HC titer after 24 h.
X- and Y-axis show the corresponding
asRNA plasmids used in the strains.
0 means strains transformed with the
plasmid with nonsense asRNA control.
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comprehensively and quantitively studied the asRNA-based inhibition
towards different expression setups with varied asRNA length, targeting
site and dosage. We determined a 30-nt asRNA configuration that is
efficient and specific. Based on our results, the most effective inhibition
occurs when the core RBS sequence is completely covered, while tar-
geting part of it results in lowered to no inhibition. This phenomenon can
be generalized for quantifiable inhibition by asRNAs on genomic targets.
Meanwhile, another main contributor to determine inhibition efficiency
is the relative abundance between asRNAs and targeted mRNAs, while
the asRNA copy number needs to be at least comparable to its target for
effective inhibition. We hypothesized that the inhibition level can be
manipulated for genomic genes by altering the asRNA abundance and its
targeting sequence around the core RBS region. To validate, we identified
similar inhibition level gradients for the genomic targets fabD and ydiI. A
mathematic model was established to describe such observations and
successfully predicted the range and trend of the inhibition level change
for both targets. We further demonstrated the regulatory effect of
quantifiable inhibition levels on the biosynthesis of 4-HC. As expected,
the different levels of inhibition on key reactions showed an influence on
4-HC titers, with up to a 3.58-fold increase. However, introducing more
overexpressed genes dampened the regulatory effect of asRNAs, implying
metabolic burden for extensively modified cells.

The titration of trans-acting elements such as asRNA and sRNA is
essential for precise engineering of cells and has attracted attention only
recently. As opposed to the current studies, we largely improved the
resolution whenmapping the extragenic regions, therefore quantified the
asRNA-based inhibition levels when targeting around the core RBS re-
gion and developed a generalizable strategy that backed up by a math-
ematic model. A complementary strategy to achieve inhibition titration is
through promoter engineering (Noh et al., 2017). Although effective, its
application could be limited when the promoter sequences are chal-
lenging to be modified, such as in transcriptional factor-based biosensor
systems. We believe our work will expedite the fine-tuning engineering
efforts for asRNA design and provides fundamental knowledge in regu-
lating the living systems.
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